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Second Language Acquisition 2005
second language acquisition introduces the key areas in the field including multilingualism the role of
teaching the mental processing of multiple languages and patterns of growth and decline explores the
key theories and debates and elucidates areas of controversy gathers together influential readings from
key names in the discipline including vivian cook william e dunn and james p lantolf s p corder and nina
spada and patsy lightbown written by experienced teachers and researchers in the field second language
acquisition is an essential resource for students and researchers of applied linguistics

Understanding Second Language Acquisition 2014-02-04
whether we grow up with one two or several languages during our early years of life many of us will learn
a second foreign or heritage language in later years the field of second language acquisition sla for short
investigates the human capacity to learn additional languages in late childhood adolescence or adulthood
after the first language in the case of monolinguals or languages in the case of bilinguals have already
been acquired understanding second language acquisition offers a wide encompassing survey of this
burgeoning field its accumulated findings and proposed theories its developed research paradigms and
its pending questions for the future the book zooms in and out of universal individual and social forces in
each case evaluating the research findings that have been generated across diverse naturalistic and
formal contexts for second language acquisition it assumes no background in sla and provides helpful
chapter by chapter summaries and suggestions for further reading ideal as a textbook for students of
applied linguistics foreign language education tesol and education it is also recommended for students of
linguistics developmental psycholinguistics psychology and cognitive science supporting resources for
tutors are available free at routledge com ortega

Modelling and Assessing Second Language Acquisition 1985
this book forms an invaluable reference work for all teachers of second languages and researchers in the
field of l2 acquisition it discusses the contribution that modern research into l2 acquisition makes to the
curriculum development process it also provides the reader with arguments for and against the various
approaches to teaching

Introducing Second Language Acquisition 2012-04-05
a clear and practical introduction to second language acquisition written for students encountering the
topic for the first time

The New Handbook of Second Language Acquisition 2009
the new handbook of second language acquisition is a thoroughly revised re organized and re worked
edition of ritchie and bhatia s 1996 handbook the work is divided into six parts each devoted to a
different aspect of the study of sla part i includes a recent history of methods used in sla research and an
overview of currently used methods part ii contains chapters on universal grammar emergentism
variationism information processing sociocultural and cognitive linguistic part iii is devoted to overviews
of sla research on lexicon morphosyntax phonology pragmatics sentence processing and the distinction
between implicit and explicit knowledge part iv examines neuropsycholgy of sla another on child sla and
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the effects of age on second language acquisition and use part v is concerned with the contribution of the
linguistic environment to sla including work on acquisition in different environments through the internet
and by deaf learners finally part vi treats social factors in sla including research on acquisition in contact
circumstances on social identity in sla on individual differences in sla and on the final state of sla
bilingualism

Understanding Second Language Acquisition 2nd Edition
2015-10-26
in the 30 years since rod ellis first published the award winning understanding second language
acquisition it has become a classic text this new fully updated edition continues to provide an
authoritative and highly readable introduction to key areas of theory and research in second language
acquisition ellis presents a comprehensive overview of the different theories in this field and examines
critical reactions to them the book reflects recent trends in looking at cognitive and social aspects of
second language acquisition as well as examining the roles played by implicit and explicit instruction in
language learning an excellent and much needed in depth review of the research on how children and
literate adults learn a second language ellis provides a sound knowledge base for language teachers and
beginning graduate students in applied linguistics focusing on relevant findings of research on second
language learning by children and literate adults in both naturalistic and instructed contexts elaine
tarone director of the center for advanced research on language acquisition university of minnesota
additional online resources are available at oup com elt teacher understandingsla rod ellis is the
distinguished professor of applied language studies in the school of cultures languages and linguistics in
the university of auckland oxford applied linguistics series advisers anne burns and diane larsen freeman

Second Language Acquisition 2001
this revision of our best selling text in sla will incorporate suggestions made by previous adopters of the
book as well as including new developments in theoretical linguistics cognitive psychology and social
interaction

Introduction to Instructed Second Language Acquisition
2020-03-09
now in its second edition introduction to instructed second language acquisition continues to present a
cohesive view of the different theoretical and pedagogical perspectives that comprise instructed second
language acquisition isla loewen provides comprehensive discussions of the theoretical empirical and
pedagogical aspects of a range of key issues in isla and has added to this edition a comprehensive
exploration of the relationship between isla research and second language pedagogy also new is the
addition of supporting features including new end of chapter activities points for reflection and discussion
questions as well as thoroughly revised content to reflect the most recent research in isla this is an
essential resource for students new to isla or working in second language acquisition more generally

Second Language Acquisition 1986-01-23
an up to date account of the main problems and theoretical and practical issues raised by second
language acquisition research as such this introduction provides students with a real understanding of
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the fundamental topics in the field and the advances achieved by empirical research

Key Topics in Second Language Acquisition 2014-04-02
this textbook offers an introductory overview of eight hotly debated topics in second language acquisition
research it offers a glimpse of how sla researchers have tried to answer common questions about second
language acquisition rather than being a comprehensive introduction to sla research each chapter
comprises an introductory discussion of the issues involved and suggestions for further reading and
study the reader is asked to consider the issues based on their own experiences thus allowing them to
compare their own intuitions and experiences with established research findings and gain an
understanding of methodology the topics are treated independently so that they can be read in any order
that interests the reader the topics in question are how different languages connect in the mind whether
there is a best age for learning a second language the importance of grammar in acquiring and using a
second language how the words of a second language are acquired how people learn to write in a second
language how attitude and motivation help in learning a second language the usefulness of second
language acquisition research for language teaching the goals of language teaching

Investigating Second Language Acquisition 1996
the book concerns theoretical interdisciplinary and methodological issues in l2 acquisition research it
gives an accurate and up to date overview of high quality work currently in progress in research
methodology processing principles and parameters theory phonology the bilingual lexicon input and
instruction the volume will have the purpose of a handbook for teachers students and researchers in the
area of second language acquisition the aim is to provide the reader with an acquisition perspective on
processes of second and foreign language learning

First and Second Language Acquisition 2011-07-07
infants and very young children develop almost miraculously the ability of speech without apparent effort
without even being taught as opposed to the teenager or the adult struggling without it seems ever
being able to reach the same level of proficiency as five year olds in their first language this useful
textbook serves as a guide to different types of language acquisition monolingual and bilingual first
language development and child and adult second language acquisition unlike other books it
systematically compares first and second language acquisition drawing on data from several languages
research questions and findings from various subfields are helpfully summarized to show students how
they are related and how they often complement each other the essential guide to studying first and
second language acquisition it will be used on courses in linguistics modern languages and
developmental psychology

Second Language Acquisition and Second Language Learning
1981
on the monitor theory of adult second language acquisition
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Principles and Practice in Second Language Acquisition 1982
the present volume examines the relationship between second language practice and what is known
about the process of second language acquisition summarising the current state of second language
acquisition theory drawing general conclusions about its application to methods and materials and
describing what characteristics effective materials should have the author concludes that a solution to
language teaching lies not so much in expensive equipment exotic new methods or sophisticated
language analysis but rather in the full utilisation of the most important resources native speakers of the
language in real communication

Theories in Second Language Acquisition 2014-12-22
the second edition of theories in second language acquisition seeks to build on the strengths of the first
edition by surveying the major theories currently used in second language acquisition research this
volume is an ideal introductory text for undergraduate and graduate students in sla and language
teaching each chapter focuses on a single theory written by a leading scholar in the field in an easy to
follow style a basic foundational description of the theory relevant data or research models used with this
theory common misunderstandings and a sample study from the field to show the theory in practice this
text is designed to provide a consistent and coherent presentation for those new to the field who seek
basic understanding of theories that underlie contemporary sla research researchers will also find the
book useful as a quick guide to theoretical work outside their respective domains

A Philosophy of Second Language Acquisition 2008-10-01
divdivhow does a person learn a second language in this provocative book marysia johnson proposes a
new model of second language acquisition sla a model that shifts the focus from language competence
the ability to pass a language exam to language performance using language competently in real life
contexts johnson argues that current sla theory and research is heavily biased in the direction of the
cognitive and experimental scientific tradition she shows that most models of sla are linear in nature and
subscribe to the conduit metaphor of knowledge transfer the speaker encodes a message the hearer
decodes the sent message such models establish a strict demarcation between learners mental and
social processes yet the origin of second language acquisition is located not exclusively in the learner s
mind but also in a dialogical interaction conducted in a variety of sociocultural and institutional settings
says the author drawing on vygotsky s sociocultural theory and bakhtin s literary theory she constructs
an alternative framework for second language theory research teaching and testing this approach directs
attention toward the investigation of dynamic and dialectical relationships between the interpersonal
social plane and the intrapersonal individual plane johnson s model shifts the focus of sla away from a
narrow emphasis on language competence toward a broader view that encompasses the interaction
between language competence and performance original and controversial a philosophy of second
language acquisition offers an introduction to vygotsky s sociocultural theory and bakhtin s literary
theory both of which support an alternative framework for second language acquisition an examination of
the existing cognitive bias in sla theory and research a radically new model of second language
acquisition div div
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Second Language Acquisition Studies 1983
selected papers of the third los angeles second language research forum

Contemporary Approaches to Second Language Acquisition
2013
second language acquisition sla is a field of inquiry that has increased in importance since the 1960s
currently researchers adopt multiple perspectives in the analysis of learner language all of them
providing different but complementary answers to the understanding of oral and written data produced
by young and older learners in different settings the main goal of this volume is to provide the reader
with updated reviews of the major contemporary approaches to sla the research carried out within them
and wherever appropriate the implications and or applications for theory research and pedagogy that
might derive from the available empirical evidence the book is intended for sla researchers as well as for
graduate ma ph d students in sla research applied linguistics and linguistics as the different chapters will
be a guide in their research within the approaches presented the volume will also be of interest to
professionals from other fields interested in the sla process and the different explanations that have been
put forward to account for it

The Handbook of Second Language Acquisition 2008-04-15
the handbook of second language acquisition presents an integrated discussion of key and sometimes
controversial issues in second language acquisition research discusses the biological and cognitive
underpinnings of sla mechanisms processes and constraints on sla the level of ultimate attainment
research methods and the status of sla as a cognitive science includes contributions from twenty seven
of the world s leading scholars provides an invaluable resource for all students and scholars of human
cognition including those in linguistics psychology applied linguistics esl foreign languages and cognitive
science

Motivation and Second Language Acquisition 2001
this volume the second in this series concerned with motivation and foreign language learning includes
papers presented at a colloquium on second language motivation at the american association for applied
linguistics as well as a number of specially commissioned surveys

Second Language Acquisition and the Younger Learner
2008-10-01
this new volume of work highlights the distinctiveness of child sla through a collection of different types
of empirical research specific to younger learners characteristics of children s cognitive emotional and
social development distinguish their experiences from those of adult l2 learners creating intriguing issues
for sla research and also raising important practical questions regarding effective pedagogical techniques
for learners of different ages while child sla is often typically thought of as simple and often enjoyable
and universally effortless in other words as child s play the complex portraits of young second language
learners which emerge in the 16 papers collected in this book invite the reader to reconsider the reality
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for many younger learners chapters by internationally renowned authors together with reports by
emerging researchers describe second and foreign language learning by children ranging from pre
schoolers to young adolescents in home and school contexts with caregivers peers and teachers as
interlocutors

The Continuum Companion to Second Language Acquisition
2010-02-18
the bloomsbury companion to second language acquisition is designed to be the essential one volume
resource for advanced students and academics it offers a comprehensive reference resource it features
an overview of key topics in sla as well the key research methods it then goes on to look at current
research areas and new directions in the field by examining key relationships in the field including the
relationship between first and second language acquisition and the relationship between l2 input and l2
output it is a complete resource for postgraduate students and researchers working within second
language acquisition and applied linguistics

Talking to Learn 1986
explores the role played by conversation in the teaching and acquisition of a second language

Second Language Learning Theories 2013-08-21
second language learning theories is a clear and concise overview of the field of second language
acquisition sla theories written by a team of leading academics working in different sla specialisms this
book provides expert analysis of the main theories from multiple perspectives to offer a broad and
balanced introduction to the topic the book covers all the main theoretical perspectives currently active
in the sla field and sets them in a broader perspective per chapter e g linguistic cognitive or
sociolinguistic each chapter examines how various theories view language the learner and the acquisition
process summaries of key studies and examples of data relating to a variety of languages illustrate the
different theoretical perspectives each chapter concludes with an evaluative summary of the theories
discussed this third edition has been thoroughly updated to reflect the very latest research in the field of
sla key features include a fully re worked chapter on cognitive models of language and language learning
a new chapter on information processing including the roles of different types of memory and knowledge
in language learning the addition of a glossary of key linguistic terms to help the non specialist a new
timeline of second language learning theory development this third edition takes account of the
significant developments that have taken place in the field in recent years highly active domains in which
theoretical and methodological advances have been made are treated in more depth to ensure that this
new edition of second language learning theories remains as fresh and relevant as ever

Second Language Acquisition Myths 2012-03-15
this volume was conceived as a first book in sla for advanced undergraduate or introductory master s
courses that include education majors foreign language education majors and english majors it s also an
excellent resource for practicing teachers both the research and pedagogy in this book are based on the
newest research in the field of second language acquisition it is not the goal of this book to address every
sla theory or teach research methodology it does however address the myths and questions that non
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specialist teacher candidates have about language learning steven brown is the co author of the
introductory applied linguistics textbook understanding language structure interaction and variation
textbook and workbook the myths challenged in this book are children learn languages quickly and easily
while adults are ineffective in comparison a true bilingual is someone who speaks two languages
perfectly you can acquire a language simply through listening or reading practice makes perfect
language students learn and retain what they are taught language learners always benefit from
correction individual differences are a major perhaps the major factor in sla language acquisition is the
individual acquisition of grammar

Approaches to Second Language Acquisition 1994
examines five central issues of second language acquisition transfer staged development cross learner
systematicity incompleteness and variability

Second Language Acquisition/foreign Language Learning 1990
this book explores the contexts processes and products that comprise the disciplines of sla and foreign
language learning it offers various perspectives on how sla and foreign language learning come together
as fields of inquiry and to suggest how foreign language teaching benefits from research in language
learning

Second Language Acquisition 2016-02-25
this book is written in order to help undergraduate students and trainee teachers to reflect on certain
topics and key issues related to second language acquisition despite the proliferation of books and
introductory courses in second language acquisition most of these books very often provide a very
complex account of theoretical views in second language acquisition and sometimes fail to emphasise
the crucial interplay between how people learn languages and what is the most effective way to teach
languages the overall purpose of this book is to provide an overview of second language acquisition
research and theories by identifying the main key issues in this field and by highlighting the relevance of
this research for classroom implications the study of second language acquisition is a rich and varied
enterprise carried out by researchers whose interests and training often lie in broader disciplines of
linguistics psychology sociology and education readers will be encouraged to critically reflect on the
presented content through self engaging thinking activities in the form of questions matching activities
choices and conclusions about the implications of sla theories to the real world applications

The Role of Pedagogical Translation in Second Language
Acquisition 2010
translation can help improve foreign language teaching and learning this study shows how in an
increasingly globalised world and in an increasingly multilingual europe translation plays an important
role significant signs of a new revival of translation in language teaching have become visible as shown
by recent literature on applied linguistics this book contributes to this movement embracing both a
theoretical and an empirical purpose by integrating viewpoints from applied linguistics translation studies
and second language acquisition in an attempt to show how the use of translation in foreign language
classes can help enhance and further improve reading writing speaking and listening skills this work calls
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for a re evaluation and a rehabilitation of the translation activities in the foreign language classes

Input in Second Language Acquisition 1985
the routledge handbook of instructed second language acquisition is the first collection of state of the art
papers pertaining to instructed second language acquisition isla written by 45 world renowned experts
the entries are full length articles detailing pertinent issues with up to date references each chapter
serves three purposes 1 provide a review of current literature and discussions of cutting edge issues 2
share the authors understanding of and approaches to the issues and 3 provide direct links between
research and practice in short based on the chapters in this handbook isla has attained a level of
theoretical and methodological maturity that provides a solid foundation for future empirical and
pedagogical discovery this handbook is the ideal resource for researchers graduate students upper level
undergraduate students teachers and teacher educators who are interested in second language learning
and teaching

The Routledge Handbook of Instructed Second Language
Acquisition 2017-02-17
the psychology of second language acquisition offers a systematic and accessible overview of the main
psychological areas and theories in order to keep abreast of the ongoing paradigm shift

The Psychology of Second Language Acquisition 2013-01-10
the second language learning processes of students with specific learning difficulties is the only recent
book available to offer a detailed and in depth discussion of the second language learning processes of
students with specific learning difficulties splds it summarizes research advances in the fields of cognitive
and educational psychology and integrates them with recent studies in the area of second language
acquisition sla thus the book is relevant not only to readers who are particularly interested in the role of
specific learning difficulties in learning additional languages but also to those who would like to
understand how individual differences in cognitive functioning influence sla the book focuses on four
important areas that are particularly relevant for language learners with splds the processes of sla in
general and the development of reading skills in particular the effectiveness of pedagogical programs the
assessment of the language competence of students with splds and identifying splds in another language
the book also views learners with splds in their social and educational contexts and elaborates how the
barriers in these contexts can affect their language learning processes this is an excellent resource for
language teachers students and researchers in the areas of second language acquisition and applied
linguistics

The Second Language Learning Processes of Students with
Specific Learning Difficulties 2016-12-08
second language learning and language teaching provides an introduction to the application of second
language acquisition research to language teaching assuming no previous background in second
language acquisition or language teaching methods this text starts by introducing readers to the basic
issues of second language acquisition research it then examines how people learn particular aspects of
the second language such as grammar vocabulary pronunciation and the writing system and at the
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strategies they adopt in their learning and the differences between individuals final chapters look at
second language learning in a broader context the goals of language teaching and how teaching
methods relate to sla research this newly updated fifth edition builds on the comprehensive scope of
earlier editions while also addressing more recent developments in the field particularly multilingual
approaches to language teaching

Second Language Learning and Language Teaching
2016-05-05
sociolinguistics and second language acquisition is a comprehensive textbook that bridges the gap
between the fields of sociolinguistics and second language acquisition exploring the variety of ways in
which social context influences the acquisition of a second language it reviews basic principles of
sociolinguistics provides a unified account of the multiple theoretical approaches to social factors in
second languages summarizes the growing body of empirical research including examples of findings
from a wide range of second languages and discusses the application of sociolinguistics to the second
language classroom written for an audience that extends beyond specialists in the field complete with
summary tables additional readings discussion questions and application activities throughout this
volume will serve as the ideal textbook for advanced undergraduate or graduate students of second
language acquisition and instruction and will also be of interest to researchers in the fields of second
language acquisition second language instruction and sociolinguistics

Second Language Acquisition 1978
this book provides a holistic overview of what leads to success in foreign language learning at an early
age and deepens our understanding of early foreign language learning the studies use an array of
methodological approaches to research learners aged between three and ten as well as their parents and
teachers in instructional minimal input settings they describe various ways of organising and promoting
very early foreign language learning both through language policy and innovative pedagogy and focus on
ways of providing input for second language acquisition which include oral classroom discourse
strategies as well as learner development of literacy skills special attention is given to the necessity to
develop critical reading skills the ability to handle multimodal texts and attitudes motivations and
behaviours and how these may impact on the teaching and learning process chapters emphasise that
ultimate outcomes depend on extra linguistic environmental factors such as parental involvement and
teacher competences these include establishing control in the classroom as well as using appropriate
strategies for negotiation of meaning and helping learners build positive self concept this book will be of
interest to all professionals involved in the teaching of foreign languages to young learners as well as to
researchers teacher educators and students working in this area

Universals of Second Language Acquisition 1984
understanding how people learn and fail to learn second and foreign languages is increasingly recognised
as a critical social and psycholinguistic issue second languages are vitally important to diverse groups of
people ranging from refugees to college students facing foreign language requirements this book
provides a synthesis of empirical findings on second and foreign language learning by children and adults
emphasising the design and execution of appropriate research
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Sociolinguistics and Second Language Acquisition 2014-05-14
now in a fifth edition this bestselling introductory textbook remains the cornerstone volume for the study
of second language acquisition sla its chapters have been fully updated and reorganized where
appropriate to provide a comprehensive yet accessible overview of the field and its related disciplines in
order to reflect current developments new sections and expanded discussions have been added the fifth
edition of second language acquisition retains the features that students found useful in previous editions
this edition provides pedagogical tools that encourage students to reflect upon the experiences of second
language learners as with previous editions discussion questions and problems at the end of each
chapter help students apply their knowledge and a glossary defines and reinforces must know
terminology this clearly written comprehensive and current textbook by susan gass jennifer behney and
luke plonsky is the ideal textbook for an introductory sla course in second language studies applied
linguistics linguistics tesol and or language education programs

Early Instructed Second Language Acquisition 2019-01-18

An Introduction to Second Language Acquisition Research
1991

Second Language Acquisition 2020-05-28
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